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Abstract— Sensor networks collect large amounts of data that can convey important information for critical decision making. The 

node in a wireless sensor network is a tiny device that is used to capture environment information. Sensor devices are  used to 

capture temperature and pressure details from the environment. Sensors are used to cooperatively monitor physical or 

environmental conditions. When In network data aggregation is performed there is significant reduction in the amount of 

communication overhead and energy consumption in a large WSN. The data aggregation plays a important role in WSN to reduce 

energy consumption that occurs due to excessive communication. In this project, the new approach is introduced that is Built-in-

Self-Test (BIST), RC-6 algorithm and Aggregation method is considered which will perform secure data aggregation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors to 

cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions. The development of wireless sensor networks was originally motivated 

by military applications such as battlefield surveillance .In addition to one or more sensors, the each node in a wireless sensor network 

is typically equipped with a radio transceiver or other wireless communications device, a small  Micro controller, and an energy 

source, usually a battery for the entire function in network. Size and cost constraints on sensor nodes result in corresponding 

constraints based on   the several factors such as energy, memory, computational speed and bandwidth. A sensor network normally 

constitutes a wireless ad-hoc network, meaning that each sensor in the WSN supports a multi-hop routing algorithm. In computer 

science and telecommunications area, wireless sensor networks are an active research area with  numerous workshops and conferences 

arranged each year. A number of data mining algorithms have been recently developed that greatly facilitate the processing and 

interpreting of large stores of data. The sensors in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) must have long network lifetime because it has 

limited power and communication capabilities. There should be a   Minimum energy consumption in WSN for increasing the network 
lifetime is main aim in Wireless Sensor Networks. To achieve this goal, a data aggregation technique is introduced. All Wireless 

sensor networks have small sensor nodes which are deployed for sensing, data processing and aggregation, and communicating 
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components. The data aggregation plays an important role in WSN to reduce energy consumption that occurs due to excessive 

communication. 

Data aggregation is useful to improves The lifetime   of   nodes   by eliminating the redundant data transmission. The Data 

transmission follows a multi Hop fashion technique in which each Node sends its data to the neighbor node nearer to sink. Cluster is 

formed in network with various sensor nodes.  There is one cluster head for each clusters . From the several clusters the data is 

transmitted to the base station through the cluster heads.  The security must be maintained in the wireless sensor networks to deliver 
the data correctly and confidentially. 

Requirements needed for security: 

 

The security is needed for WSN because of following reasons: 

 

Data confidentiality –To ensure that the data content of the message should not  be leaked  to the unauthorized receiver. Some secure 

data aggregation techniques provide  this property using hop-by-hop basis in which any aggregator node needs to decrypt the received 

data that is before  applying the aggregate function  on it and then encrypt the aggregated   data before transmitting it directly  to the 
base  station(BS) or to the higher level aggregator. the received encrypted data.  

Authentication – Enables the sensor node to ensure the   identity of the   peer  node  which  it is communicating   with the network. A 

compromised node can launch attack in which it may be end data under several fake identities   in order to   corrupt   the aggregated 

data.  

 Availability   –   To guarantee the survivability   of   the   network   services  against Denial-of-Service attacks. The   attack  aims  at 

an aggregator  can make some part  of the network  losses  its availability because the aggregator  is must. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are a number of papers investigating how energy efficiency and security can be applied in WSNs. We consider a canonical 

task in wireless sensor networks  the extraction of information about environmental features  and propose a multi-step solution that is 

fault-tolerant, self-organizing and energy-efficient. It explicitly take into account the possibility of sensor measurement faults and 

study a distributed algorithm for detecting and correcting such faults, showing through theoretical analysis and simulation results that 

85-95% of faults can be corrected using this algorithm even when as many as 10% of the nodes are faulty. The accuracy of the 

security is less in this paper. 

Wireless sensor network uses the data fusion centers to collect and process the data values from the sensor  nodes. Compressive data 

collection methods are used to handle the data collection under faulty and noisy environment. Data collection  scheme is improved 
with Bayesian approach to predict projections. Scheduling schemes are integrated  with the system to increase the lifetime of the 

network. When The  system achieves high computational efficiency, Communication load is reduced by the compressive data 

collection scheme.  Efficient fault and noise handling scheme is provided in the sensor data collection  process.  Data collection 

accuracy is improved in  the pattern based model. 

In the another work, As sensor networks are being increasingly deployed in decision-making infrastructures such as battlefield 

monitoring systems and SCADA(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems, making decision makers aware of the 

trustworthiness of the collected data is a crucial. To address this problem, proposed a systematic method for assessing the 

trustworthiness of data items. This   approach uses the data provenance as well as their values in computing trust scores, that is, 

quantitative measures of trust worthiness. To obtain the trust scores, proposed a cyclic framework which well reflects the inter-

dependency property: the trust score of the data affects the trust score of the network nodes that created and manipulated the data and 

vice-versa. 

III. CLUSTER  FORMATION                  

In a network, a node is a connection point, either a redistribution point or an end point for data transmissions. In  general, a node has 

programmed or engineered capability to recognize and process or forward transmissions to other nodes in a network. Number of nodes 

is fixed in the program. Nodes are configured with specific parameters of a mobile wireless node. After creating the nam file and trace 
file, we set up topography object. Forming a cluster of nodes  in a network. There is cluster head for each cluster with a single Base 

station. The data from each cluster is transmitted to the base station via cluster head. 
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System architecture 

 

 

FIGURE:1 cluster formation 

IV. FINDING WEAK NODE 

 To transmitting the data in networks have the possibility that more than one node will transmit at the same or overlapping time. This 

event is referred to as a collision. The messages sent by the transmitting nodes are corrupted. The receiving nodes will receive (in most 

but not all cases) random data. In networks, the transmitting node must ensure that the network is quiet prior to transmitting, and in 

addition for transmitting nodes to detect overlapping transmissions. This type of collision can be avoided using Buit In Self Technique 

and data aggregation. 

In the figure.2 the weak node is found in the cluster and it is marked with blue colour. The green colour specifies the cluster head and 
the red colour specifies the base station. 
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Figure.2 finding weak node 

The node which performs collision or the node which transmits the data to the unknown network is marked as a weak node.  The  IF  

condition is checked to know whether the data is authorized or not. The node which transmits the unauthorized data is found out using 

the condition. When the weak node is found out, the data transmission path is not allowed through the weak node. When the collision 

is avoided, the communication is reduced in the large WSN. Hence the energy consumption by the nodes in the network is reduced. 

Thus it improves the life time of the nodes in the Wireless Sensor Network.  

V. SECURE TRANSMISSION 

 After the weak node is found, security is provided to that node using RC6 algorithm. It is a block cipher technique. It performs both 

the encryption and decryption methods in the data transmission. When we apply this technique the authorized data is secured from the 

weak nodes. The packet loss is also minimized. Thus the throughput of the network is increased. 

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The performance graph shows the lifetime, energy consumption, throughput and packet loss in the wireless sensor network. When we 

look at the lifetime graph, there is a increase in the lifetime of the node when compared to the existing system.  

 

Lifetime graph 
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 Likewise in the energy consumption graph,  the energy consumption is high in the existing system but it is reduced in this system. 

The parameters taken for the performance analysis are number of nodes in the network and time taken to to transmit the data from one 

node to another node. 

 

Energy consumption graph 

 At the same the packet loss is reduced and throughput is increased. The red line in the graph shows the performance of the existing 

system. The green line shows the performance of the this system. 

 

Maximum throughput graph 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Thus this system will detect the weak nodes in the wireless sensor network. And provide security to the nodes for the better data 

transmission. It leads to the improvement of life time of the nodes and reduced energy consumption by the nodes. So it will be an 

efficient network for the several applications which using the WSN. 
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